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1. 
ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT TO 
GENERATE MUSICAL TONESTO IMITATE A 
STRINGED INSTRUMENT 
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED FOREIGN 
APPLICATION 
This application is a non-provisional application that 
claims priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code, 
Section 119(a)-(d) from Japanese Patent Application entitled 
“ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT" by Mizuki 
NAKAGAWA, Ikuo TANAKA, and Shun TAKAI, having 
Japanese Patent Application Serial No. 2011-054690, filed on 
Mar. 11, 2011, which Japanese Patent Application is incor 
porated herein by reference in its entirety. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
Electronic musical instruments such as synthesizers and 
the like can generate tones with various kinds oftone colors. 
When performance of a natural musical instrument is imi 
tated by an electronic musical instrument, it is necessary to 
make the tone colors to be faithfully imitated to tone colors of 
the natural musical instrument. In addition, the performer 
needs to understand characteristics peculiar to the musical 
instrument while operating user interfaces of the musical 
instrument (such as, for example, the keyboard, the pitch 
bend lever, the modulation lever, the HOLD pedal and the 
like) during performance. Therefore, when a performer 
attempts to imitate performance of a certain musical instru 
ment, using an electronic musical instrument, the performer 
needs to understand the characteristics of the musical instru 
ment to be imitated and needs high-level skills in perfor 
mance technique to make full use of the user interfaces to 
adequately imitate the characteristics of the musical instru 
ment during performance. 
When a musical instrument that is capable of generating 
multiple tones at the same time, Such as a guitar, is imitated by 
keyboard operation on an electronic musical instrument, per 
formance in a poly mode, by which a plurality oftones can be 
generated at the same time, is desirable. However, for 
example, a string musical instrument Such as a guitar is char 
acterized due to its structure in that, while multiple tones can 
be generated as described above, a tone that is being gener 
ated on one string is silenced when the same string is plucked. 
Therefore, when a string musical instrument Such as a guitar 
is imitated by keyboard operation of an electronic musical 
instrument, the performer needs to pay attention to avoid 
generating multiple tones concurrently that would be on the 
same String of the instrument being imitated in poly mode, 
Such as a guitar. This requires high-level performance tech 
nique. 
Japanese Patent No. 3738117 describes a technology to 
Switch between a polyphonic assignment and a monophonic 
assignment depending on the strength of a key depression. 
However, the technology described in Japanese Patent No. 
3738117 cannot imitate the characteristic of a string musical 
instrument Such as a guitar. 
SUMMARY 
Provided are an electronic musical instrument, computer 
storage device, and method for generating tone. A Sound 
Source in an electronic musical instrument generates a first 
tone at a first pitch in response to a first tone generation 
instruction received by an input device of the electronic musi 














received to generate a second tone at a second pitch while 
generating the first tone at the Sound Source. A determination 
is made of a pitch difference of the first and the second 
pitches. The Sound source is controlled to generate the second 
tone and to not generate the first tone in response to deter 
mining that the pitch difference does not exceed a predeter 
mined number of tones. The sound source is controlled to 
generate the second tone in response to determining that the 
pitch difference exceeds the predetermined number of tones. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is an external appearance of an electronic musical 
instrument in accordance with described embodiments. 
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an electrical composition of 
the electronic musical instrument in accordance with 
described embodiments. 
FIG. 3 is a flow chart showing a note event process 
executed by a CPU of the electronic musical instrument in 
accordance with described embodiments. 
FIG. 4 is a flow chart showing a mono tone generation 
process executed in the note event process shown in FIG.3 in 
accordance with described embodiments. 
FIG. 5 is a flow chart showing a tone silencing process 
executed in the note event process shown in FIG. 3 in accor 
dance with described embodiments. 
FIG. 6 is a flow chart showing a mono tone generation 
process in accordance with described embodiments. 
FIG. 7 is a diagram for explaining the state of notes input 
ted through key-depression of keys by the performer, and the 
state of actual tones generated in accordance with described 
embodiments. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
Described embodiments provide an electronic musical 
instrument that automatically generates tones in a mono 
mode manner which does not generate multiple tones at the 
same time, even when a poly mode is set, when a predeter 
mined condition is met, and therefore can Sufficiently imitate 
the characteristic of a string musical instrument Such as a 
guitar. 
In the described embodiments, in a poly mode (a mode in 
which multiple tones can be generated at the same time), 
when a pitch difference obtained by a pitch difference obtain 
ing device equals a predetermined value or less, and a time 
difference obtained by a time difference obtaining device 
equals a predetermined time or less, a control device controls 
tone generation by a tone generation device Such that a tone 
with a pitch corresponding to a previous tone generation 
instruction is not generated thereafter, and a tone with a pitch 
corresponding to a current tone generation instruction is gen 
erated. In other words, even when a poly mode is set, when the 
pitch difference and the time difference between two con 
secutive tone generation instructions (a current tone genera 
tion instruction and a previous tone generation instruction) 
meet a predetermined condition, tone generation is automati 
cally controlled as though it were in a mono mode Such that a 
tone with a pitch corresponding to the previous tone genera 
tion instruction is not generated thereafter, and a tone with a 
pitch corresponding to the current tone generation instruction 
is generated. Therefore, the performer can achieve perfor 
mance in a mono mode fashion, even when a poly mode is set, 
without having to pay attention not to generate multiple tones 
at the same time. 
A string musical instrument such as a guitar is character 
ized due to its structure in that a tone that is being generated 
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on one string is silenced when the same string is plucked, and 
the performer who plays such a string musical instrument 
tends to pluck the same string if a pitch difference equals to a 
predetermined value or less So as to achieve fast finger move 
ments. Therefore, when the pitch difference between two 
consecutive tone generation instructions equals a predeter 
mined value or less, and the time difference between them 
equals a predetermined time or less, tone generation is con 
trolled thereafter in a manner that a tone with a pitch corre 
sponding to the previous tone generation instruction (the tone 
generation instruction made last time) is not generated, and a 
tone with a pitch corresponding to the current tone generation 
instruction (the tone generation instruction made this time) is 
generated. In this way, a string musical instrument such as a 
guitar having the structural characteristic and the performer's 
tendency described above can be faithfully imitated. In cer 
tain described embodiments, the performer can achieve per 
formance in a mono mode fashion that imitates performance 
of a string musical instrument Such as a guitar, even when a 
poly mode is set, without having to pay attention not to 
generate multiple tones at the same time. 
In a further embodiment, in a poly mode, when the pitch 
difference obtained by the pitch difference obtaining device 
equals the predetermined value or less, and the time differ 
ence obtained by the time difference obtaining device equals 
the predetermined time or less, the control device controls 
Such that a tone being generated based on the previous tone 
generation instruction is silenced, and a tone with a pitch 
corresponding to the current tone generation instruction is 
generated. Therefore, when the pitch difference between two 
consecutive tone generation instructions equals the predeter 
mined value or less, and the time difference between them 
equals the predetermined time or less, a tone that is being 
generated based on the previous tone generation instruction is 
silenced, and a tone based on the current tone generation 
instruction is generated, which is effective in that the charac 
teristic of a string musical instrument Such as a guitar can be 
readily and sufficiently imitated. 
In a further embodiment, in a poly mode, when the pitch 
difference obtained by the pitch difference obtaining device 
equals the predetermined value or less, and the time differ 
ence obtained by the time difference obtaining device equals 
to the predetermined time or less, then the control device 
controls such that the pitch of a tone being generated based on 
the previous tone generation instruction is changed to a pitch 
based on the current tone generation instruction. Therefore, 
when the pitch difference between two consecutive tone gen 
eration instructions equals the predetermined value or less, 
and the time difference between them equals to the predeter 
mined time or less, the second tone among the two tones 
generated based on the two consecutive tone generation 
instructions is generated as a tone with a weaker attack. 
Therefore, a performance in which the attack of the second 
Sound becomes weaker compared to the previous sound pro 
vides for imitation of slide performance on a guitar. 
In a further embodiment, in a poly mode, the predeter 
mined time is a first predetermined time. When the pitch 
difference obtained by the pitch difference obtaining device 
equals the predetermined value or less, and the time differ 
ence obtained by the time difference obtaining device equals 
a second predetermined time or less that is shorter than the 
first predetermined time, the control device controls such that 
the pitch of a tone being generated based on the previous tone 
generation instruction is changed to a pitch based on the 
current tone generation instruction. Therefore, when the pitch 
difference between two consecutive tone generation instruc 













difference between them equals the second predetermined 
time or less, the second tone among the two tones generated 
based on the two consecutive tone generation instructions is 
generated as a tone with a weaker attack. Therefore, a perfor 
mance in which the attack of the second tone becomes weaker 
compared to the previous sound, imitates a slide performance 
on a guitar. 
In a further embodiment, in a poly mode, when the pitch 
difference obtained by the pitch difference obtaining device 
equals the predetermined value or less, and the time differ 
ence obtained by the time difference obtaining device equals 
the predetermined time or less but not equal to the second 
predetermined time or less, the control device controls such 
that a tone being generated based on the previous tone gen 
eration instruction is silenced, and a tone based on the current 
tone generation instruction is generated. In this way, the elec 
tronic musical instrument imitates the characteristic of a 
string musical instrument such as a guitar having the struc 
tural characteristic in which a tone being generated on one 
string is silenced when the same string is plucked as a result 
of the performer's tendency to pluck the same String when a 
pitch difference equals to a predetermined value or less. Also, 
various performance techniques that can be executed on the 
imitated musical instrument can be realized by performing 
different types of control depending on the time difference 
between two consecutive tone generation instructions. Such 
that the characteristic of a musical instrument to be imitated 
can be more faithfully reflected during performance. 
Embodiments of the invention are described with reference 
to the accompanying drawings. FIG. 1 is an external appear 
ance of an electronic musical instrument 1 in accordance with 
an embodiment of the invention. As shown in FIG. 1, the 
electronic musical instrument 1 is an electronic keyboard 
musical instrument having a keyboard 2 composed of a plu 
rality of keys 2a. A performer can play a performance piece 
by depressing or releasing the keys 2a of the keyboard 2 of the 
electronic musical instrument 1. 
The keyboard 2 is one of the user interfaces operated by the 
performer, and outputs to a CPU 11 (see FIG. 2) note events 
that are pieces of performance information according to the 
MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) standard in 
response to key-depression and key-release operations on the 
keys 2a by the performer. More specifically, when the key 2a 
is depressed by the performer, the keyboard 2 outputs to the 
CPU 11 a note-on event (hereafter referred to as a “note-on') 
that is a piece of performance information indicating that the 
key 2a is depressed. On the other hand, when the key 2a that 
has been depressed by the performer is released, the keyboard 
2 outputs to the CPU 11 a note-off event (hereafter referred to 
as a “note-off) that is a piece of performance information 
indicating that the depressed key 2a is released. 
In certain embodiments, the electronic musical instrument 
1 is configured Such that, even when a poly mode (a mode that 
is capable of generating multiple tones at the same time) is set, 
if a key close in pitch to a key that was depressed last time is 
key-depressed at a short key-depression interval since the last 
key-depression, a tone based on the last key-depression is 
forcefully silenced, thereby preventing generation of multiple 
tones at the same time, in other words, tone generation in a 
mono mode fashion is executed. 
FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing an electrical composi 
tion of the electronic musical instrument 1. As shown in FIG. 
2, the electronic musical instrument 1 includes a CPU 11, a 
ROM 12, a RAM 13, and a sound source 14; and the compo 
nents 11-14 and the keyboard 2 are mutually connected 
through a bus line 16. The electronic musical instrument 1 
also includes a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) 15. The 
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DAC 15 is connected to the sound source 14, and is also 
connected to an amplifier 31 that is provided outside the 
electronic musical instrument 1. 
The CPU 11 is a central control unit that controls each of 
the components of the electronic musical instrument 1 
according to fixed value data and a control program 12a 
Stored in the ROM 12 and the RAM 13. The CPU 11 includes 
a built-in timer 11a that counts clock signals, thereby mea 
Suring the time. 
Upon receiving a note-on (a piece of performance infor 
mation indicating that one of the keys 2a is depressed) from 
the keyboard 2, the CPU 11 outputs a tone generation instruc 
tion to the Sound source 14, thereby rendering the Sound 
Source 14 to start generation of a tone (an audio signal) 
according to the note-on. Also, upon receiving a note-off (a 
piece of performance information indicating that one of the 
keys 2a having been depressed is released) from the keyboard 
2, the CPU 11 outputs a silencing instruction to the sound 
Source 14, thereby performing a silencing control. By this, the 
tone that is being generated by the sound Source 14 is stopped. 
The ROM 12 is a non-rewritable memory, and stores a 
control program 12a to be executed by the CPU 11, fixed 
value data (not shown) to be referred to by the CPU 11 when 
the control program 12a is executed, and the like. It is noted 
that each of the processes shown in the flow charts in FIG. 3 
through FIG. 5 are executed by the control program 12a. 
The RAM 13 is a rewritable memory, and has a temporary 
storage area for temporarily storing various kinds of data for 
the CPU 11 to execute the control program 12a. The tempo 
rary area of the RAM13 is provided with a previous tone note 
memory 13a. 
The previous tone note memory 13a is a memory that 
stores, upon depression of the key 2a, information of a note 
being generated based on the previous key-depression (here 
after, this note is referred to as a “previous tone note'). The 
previous tone note memory 13a is initialized (Zeroed) when 
the electronic musical instrument 1 is powered on. Each time 
any one of the keys 2a is depressed by the performer, the CPU 
11 receives a note-on from the keyboard 2, and a note (a note 
number) indicated by the note-on received, and a key-depres 
sion time measured by the timer 11a are stored in the previous 
tone note memory 13a as information of a previous tone note. 
The previous tone note information stored in the previous 
tone note memory 13a is Zeroed when the corresponding key 
2a is key-released. 
Also, the temporary area of the RAM 13 is provided with a 
note-on map (not shown). The note-on map is a map that 
indicates as to whether or not a tone corresponding to each of 
the keys 2a is being generated. More specifically, the note-on 
map is composed of tone generation flags associated with 
notes (note numbers) corresponding to the keys 2a, respec 
tively. When a tone generation instruction is outputted to the 
Sound source 14, a tone generation flag of a note correspond 
ing to the tone generation instruction is set to ON. On the 
other hand, when a silencing instruction is outputted to the 
Sound source 14, a tone generation flag of a note correspond 
ing to the silencing instruction is set to OFF. 
The Sound source 14 generates tones with a tone color set 
by the performer at pitches corresponding to those of the keys 
2a depressed or stops tones that are being generated, based on 
tone generation instructions or silencing instructions received 
from the CPU 11, respectively. Upon receiving a tone gen 
eration instruction from the CPU 11, the sound source 14 
generates a tone (an audio signal) with a pitch, a sound Vol 
ume and a tone color according to the tone generation instruc 
tion, adds an envelope waveform to the generated tone 













ted from the sound source 14 is supplied to the DAC 16 and 
converted to an analog signal, and outputted through an 
amplifier 31 from a speaker 32. On the other hand, upon 
receiving a silencing instruction from the CPU 11, the sound 
Source 14 stops a tone that is being generated according to the 
silencing instruction. Accordingly, the tone that is being out 
putted from the speaker 32 is silenced. 
FIG.3 through FIG.5 describe embodiments of the process 
executed by the CPU 11 of the electronic musical instrument 
1 having the configuration described above. FIG. 3 is a flow 
chart of a note event process executed by the CPU 11. The 
note event process is executed each time the CPU 11 receives 
a note event (a note-on or a note-off) from the keyboard 2. 
when the mode is set to a poly mode. 
In accordance with described embodiments, a poly mode 
or a mono mode (a mode that cannot generate multiple tones 
at the same time) is set for each tone color. When a tone color 
in a poly mode is set, its mode is set in a poly mode. Instead, 
an operation element such as a Switch may be provided on an 
operation panel (not shown), and the operation element may 
be operated to set a poly mode or a mono mode. 
As shown in FIG. 3, in the note event process, first, it is judged as to whether or not a note event received from the 
keyboard 2 is a note-on (S1). When it is judged in S1 that the 
note event received is a note-on (S1: Yes), the previous tone 
note memory 13a is looked up to judge as to whether or not 
there are any previous tone notes (S2). 
When no information of previous tone notes is stored in the 
previous tone note memory 13a, and therefore it is judged in 
S2 that no previous tone note is present (S2: No), the note 
event indicates the first key-depression (note-on) from the 
completely key-released state, and therefore a tone genera 
tion process is executed according to the note-on received 
from the keyboard 2 (S6). In other words, a tone generation 
instruction according to the received note-on is outputted to 
the sound source 14, thereby generating a tone corresponding 
to the note corresponding to the latest key-depression (the 
current note). 
After the step in S6, the content of the previous tone note 
memory 13a is rewritten with the note number of the current 
note and its key-depression time to set the current note as the 
previous tone note (S5), and the note event process is ended. 
On the other hand, when information of a previous tone 
note is stored in the previous tone note memory 13a, and it is judged in S2 that the previous tone note is present (S2: Yes), 
the note number of the current note and the note number 
included in the previous tone note information are compared, 
and whether or not the pitch difference between the current 
note and the previous tone note equals to two halftones or less 
(S3). 
When it is judged in S3 that the pitch difference between 
the current note and the previous tone note exceeds two half 
tones (S3: No), the process proceeds to S6, and a tone gen 
eration process for rendering the sound source 14 to generate 
a tone corresponding to the current note is executed (S6). 
After the step in S6, the current note is set as the previous tone 
note (S5), and the note event process is ended. 
On the other hand, when it is judged in S3 that the pitch 
difference between the current note and the previous tone 
note equals to two half tones or less (S3: Yes), a mono tone 
generation process that performs tone generation in a mono 
mode fashion when the key depression interval between the 
current note and the previous tone note is short (S4). The 
mono tone generation process (S4) is described with refer 
ence to FIG. 4. After execution of the mono tone generation 
process (S4), the current note is set as the previous tone note 
(S5), and the note event process is ended. 
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Also, when it is judged in S1 that the received note event is 
a note-off (S1: No), a silencing process according to the 
received note-off is executed (S7). More specifically, a silenc 
ing instruction according to the note-off received is outputted 
to the Sound source 14, thereby silencing the tone correspond 
ing to the note of the key that has been key-released. The 
silencing process (S7) is described below with reference to 
FIG. 5. After execution of the silencing process (S7), the note 
event process is ended. 
With respect to FIG. 4, the mono tone generation process 
(S4) mentioned above will be described. FIG. 4 is a flow chart 
showing the mono tone generation process (S4) executed in 
the note event process (see FIG. 3). 
In the mono tone generation process (S4), first, based on 
the key-depression time of the current note measured by the 
timer 11a and the key-depression time of the previous tone 
note stored in the previous tone note memory 13a, it is judged 
as to whether or not the key-depression interval between the 
current note and the previous tone note equals 250 millisec 
onds (msec) or less (S21). 
When it is judged in S21 that the key-depression interval 
between the current note and the previous tone note exceeds 
250 msec (S21: No), a tone generation process for the current 
note is executed (S23). In other words, a tone generation 
instruction corresponding to the note-on of the current note is 
outputted to the Sound Source 14, thereby generating a tone 
corresponding to the current note. After execution of the tone 
generation processing (S23), the mono tone generation pro 
cess (S4) is ended. 
On the other hand, when it is judged in S21 that the key 
depression interval between the current note and the previous 
tone note equals 250 msec or less (S21: Yes), a silencing 
instruction for the previous tone note that is being generated 
is outputted to the sound source 14, thereby forcefully silenc 
ing the tone corresponding to the previous tone note being 
generated (S22). After the processing in S22, the process 
proceeds to S23 where a tone generation process is executed 
for the current note (S23), and then the mono tone generation 
process (S4) is ended. 
According to the mono tone generation process (S4) 
described above, when the pitch difference between the cur 
rent note and the previous tone note equals two halftones or 
less, and the key depression interval between them equals 250 
msec or less, the processing in S22 is executed wherein the 
tone corresponding to the previous tone note is forcefully 
silenced, such that the tone corresponding to the current note 
only is generated. In other words, tone generation in a mono 
mode fashion is performed. 
The silencing process (S7) mentioned above will be 
described with reference to FIG. 5. FIG. 5 is a flow chart 
showing the silencing process (S7) executed in the note event 
process (see FIG. 3). 
In the silencing process (S7), first, based on the received 
note-off, it is judged as to whether or not the key 2a that has 
been key-released is a note corresponding to the information 
of the previous tone note stored in the previous tone note 
memory 13a (in other words, the previous tone note) (S41). 
When it isjudged in S41 that the key-released key 2a is not the 
previous tone note (S41: No), the process proceeds to S43 
where a silencing processing is executed (S43). In other 
words, a silencing instruction according to the received note 
off is outputted to the sound source 14, whereby the tone 
corresponding to the note that has been key-released is 
silenced. After the silencing processing (S43), the silencing 
process (S7) is ended. 
On the other hand, when it is judged in S41 that the key 













previous tone note memory 13a is Zeroed, thereby resetting 
the previous tone note (S42). After the processing in S42, the 
silencing processing (S43) is executed, and then the silencing 
process (S7) is ended. 
According to the electronic musical instrument 1 of 
described embodiments, when the condition in which the 
pitch difference between the current note and the previous 
tone note equals two halftones or less, and the key depression 
interval between them equals 250 msec or less, then the tone 
corresponding to the previous tone note is forcefully silenced, 
Such that the previous tone note and the current note are not 
generated at the same time, and the tone corresponding to the 
current note only is generated. In other words, even when a 
poly mode is set, tone generation in a mono mode fashion is 
performed when the pitch difference and the key-depression 
interval between two consecutive tones meet the condition 
described above. Therefore, the performer can readily imitate 
performance of a string musical instrument such as a guitar, 
even when a poly mode is set, without having to pay attention 
to avoid generating multiple tones at the same time. 
The performer who plays a string musical instrument Such 
as a guitar tends to pluck those of the Strings as close as 
possible to each other so as to achieve faster finger move 
ments, and this tendency becomes more prominent as the 
pitch difference between consecutive tones becomes smaller. 
In addition, a string musical instrument such as a guitar has 
the characteristic due to its structure that a tone being gener 
ated on one string is silenced when the same string is plucked. 
Therefore, when tones with a small pitch difference are con 
tinued at a short operation interval (key-depression interval), 
the tone corresponding to the previous tone note (in other 
words, the key that has been depressed last time) is forcefully 
silenced, whereby the structural characteristic and the per 
former's tendency described above can be faithfully imitated. 
Therefore, according to the electronic musical instrument 
1 of described embodiments, even when performance of a 
musical instrument that needs to be set in a poly mode. Such 
as a guitar, is imitated, if the current note meets the condition 
described above based on the pitch difference and the key 
depression interval with respect to the previous tone note, 
tone generation in a mono mode fashion is automatically 
performed, and therefore the performer can readily realize 
performance that sufficiently reflects the characteristic of a 
musical instrument to be imitated. Such as, a guitar. 
A second embodiment will be described with reference to 
FIG. 6. The first embodiment described above is configured 
such that, when the pitch difference between a current note 
and a previous tone note equals two halftones or less, and the 
key depression interval between them equals 250 msec or 
less, a tone corresponding to the previous tone note is force 
fully silenced. In contrast, in accordance with the second 
embodiment, when the pitch difference equals two half notes 
or less, and the key depression interval is much shorter and 
equals 150 msec or less, the tone generation process for a tone 
corresponding to the current note is not executed (in other 
words, a tone generation instruction for the current note is not 
outputted to the sound source 14), but the pitch of a tone 
corresponding to the previous tone note is changed to the 
pitch of the current note. In the second embodiment, sections 
identical with those of the first embodiment described above 
will be appended with the same references, and their descrip 
tion will be omitted. 
FIG. 6 is a flow chart showing the mono tone generation 
process (S4) in accordance with the second embodiment. The 
mono tone generation process (S4) shown in FIG. 6 is also 
executed when it isjudged, in S3 in the note event process (see 
FIG. 3), that the pitch difference between a current note and a 
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previous tone note is two halftones or less (S3: Yes), like the 
mono tone generation process of the first embodiment shown 
in FIG. 4. The mono tone generation process (S4) in accor 
dance with the second embodiment is also a process executed 
by a control program 12a. 
In the mono tone generation process (S4) in accordance 
with the second embodiment, first, it is judged as to whether 
or not the key-depression interval between the current note 
and the previous tone note equals 250 msec or less (S21). 
When it is judged that the key-depression interval between 
the current note and the previous tone note exceeds 250 msec 
(S21: No), a tone generation process for the current note is 
executed (S23). After the processing in S23, the mono tone 
generation process (S4) is ended. 
On the other hand, when it is judged that the key-depres 
sion interval between the current note and the previous tone 
note equals 250 msec or less (S21: Yes), it is judged as to 
whether or not the key-depression interval between the cur 
rent note and the previous tone note equals to 150 msec or 
less, which is shorter than 250 msec (S61). 
When it is judged in S61 that the key-depression interval 
between the current note and the previous tone note exceeds 
150 msec (S61: No), the process proceeds to S22 where the 
tone corresponding to the previous tone note that is being 
generated is forcefully silenced (S22), like the first embodi 
ment. Then, a tone generation process for the current note is 
executed (S23), and the monotone generation process (S4) is 
ended. 
On the other hand, when it is judged in S61 that the key 
depression interval between the current note and the previous 
tone note equals to 150 msec or less (S61:Yes), the pitch of the 
tone corresponding to the previous tone note is changed by 
the pitch difference between the current note and the previous 
tone note (S62). In other words, an output of a tone generation 
instruction for the current note is prohibited, thereby prohib 
iting the Sound Source 14 from generating a tone correspond 
ing to the current note, and an instruction to change the pitch 
of the tone corresponding to the previous tone note by the 
pitch difference with respect to the current noted is outputted 
to the Sound source 14, thereby rendering the sound Source 14 
to keep generating the tone corresponding to the previous 
tone note and changing the pitch of the tone to the pitch of the 
current note. After the processing in S62, the mono tone 
generation process (S4) is ended. 
According to the mono tone generation process (S4) in 
accordance with the second embodiment described above, 
when the pitch difference between the current note and the 
previous tone note equals two halftones or less, and the key 
depression interval between them is longer than 150msec and 
equals 250 msec or less, then the tone corresponding to the 
previous tone note is forcefully silenced, such that the tone 
corresponding to the current note only is generated, like the 
first embodiment. On the other hand, when the pitch differ 
ence between the current note and the previous tone note 
equals two halftones or less, and the key depression interval 
between them equals 150 msec or less, a tone corresponding 
to the current note is not newly generated by the Sound Source 
14, but the pitch of the tone corresponding to the previous 
tone note is changed to the pitch of the current note. 
FIG. 7 illustrates and describes the state in which the pro 
cessing in S62 is executed in the mono tone generation pro 
cess in accordance with the second embodiment described 
above (see FIG. 6). FIG. 7 is a diagram for explaining the state 
of notes inputted through key-depression of the keys 2a by the 
performer, and the state of actual tone generated. 
In FIG. 7, the upper side shows a graph showing the time 













sion operation by the performer, and the lower side shows a 
graph showing the time-sequence of the states of actually 
generated tones corresponding to the state of notes indicated 
in the graph on the upper side. Both of the graphs plot the 
pitch along the vertical axis and time along the horizontal 
axis. 
As shown in the graph on the upper side, when the per 
former inputs a note a at time t1, the Sound source 14 starts 
generating a tone corresponding to the note a, as indicated in 
the graph on the lower side. At this moment, the pitch of the 
tone to be generated is the pitch of the note a. 
Thereafter, as shown in the graph on the upper side, a note 
b is inputted at time t2. In this case, when the pitch difference 
Ap between the note a and the noteb equals two halftones or 
less, and the key-depression interval (time t2-time t1) equals 
150 msec or less, the processing in S62 is executed in the 
mono tone generation process shown in FIG. 6. By the pro 
cessing in S62, the CPU 11 does not output a tone generation 
instruction for the note b that is the current note, and outputs, 
to the sound source 14, an instruction to change the pitch of 
the tone corresponding to the note a that is the previous tone 
note by the pitch difference Ap. 
Therefore, the Sound Source 14 does not generate a tone 
corresponding to the note b that is the current note, keeps 
generating the tone corresponding to the note a that is the 
previous tone note, and changes the pitch of the tone from the 
pitch of the note a to the pitch of the notebby Apattimet2 that 
is the key-depression time of the note b as a boundary, as 
indicated by a thick solid line in the graph on the lower side. 
In other words, the Sound source 14 does not newly generate 
a tone corresponding to the note b that is the current note 
based on a tone generation instruction, but the pitch of the 
tone corresponding to the note a is changed to generate a tone 
with the pitch of the noteb. 
As described above, according to the electronic musical 
instrument 1 of the second embodiment, when the pitch dif 
ference between the current note and the previous tone note 
equals two halftones or less, and the key-depression interval 
equals 150 msec or less, the tone corresponding to the noteb 
that is the current note is not generated according to a tone 
generation instruction by the Sound source 14, but is gener 
ated by changing the pitch of the tone corresponding to the 
note a that is the previous tone note. In other words, even 
when a poly mode is set, when the pitch difference and the 
key-depression interval between two consecutive tones sat 
isfy the condition described above, these tones are not gen 
erated at the same time, and are automatically controlled to be 
generated in a mono mode fashion. Therefore, the performer 
can readily imitate performance of a string musical instru 
ment Such as a guitar, even when a poly mode is set, without 
the user having to pay attention to not generate multiple tones 
at the same time. 
Also, the tone corresponding to the note b is not generated 
according to a tone generation instruction by the Sound source 
14, but the tone with the pitch corresponding to the note b is 
generated through changing the pitch of the tone correspond 
ing to the note a that is the previous tone note. Such that the 
tone corresponding to the note b that is the current note can be 
heard as a tone with a weaker attack. Therefore, according to 
the electronic musical instrument 1 of the second embodi 
ment, among two tones that continue at a key-depression 
interval of 150 msec or less, the second tone can be heard as 
a tone with a weak attack to imitate a slide technique and 
hammer-on technique in which the attack of a second tone 
becomes weaker with respect to a previous tone. 
On the other hand, when the pitch difference between the 
current note and the previous tone note equals two halftones 
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or less, and the key depression interval between them is 
longer than 150 msec but equals 250 msec or less, tone gen 
eration in a mono mode fashion is performed, through force 
fully silencing the tone corresponding to the previous tone 
note, without a change in the pitch of the previous tone note. 
In other words, in accordance with the electronic musical 
instrument 1 of the second embodiment, the processing for 
performing tone generation in a mono mode fashion is varied 
depending on the key-depression interval. For example, there 
may be various situations when the performer plays the same 
string. For example, the fingers may be simply moved to play 
the same strings again, or may be slid on the same strings 
while being pressed down (in other words, a slide is per 
formed), and the like. Therefore, various kinds of perfor 
mance techniques that can be executed on a musical instru 
ment being imitated can be realized through performing 
different operations based on key-depression intervals. 
Also, according to the electronic musical instrument 1 of 
the second embodiment, as shown in FIG. 7, the pitch of the 
note a that is the previous tone note is changed from the pitch 
of the note a to the pitch of the noteb in a stepwise fashion at 
the time t2 that is the key-depression timing of the note b as a 
boundary. In the case of a string musical instrument provided 
with frets, such as, a guitar, when the finger is slid on a string 
while been pressed down, the pitch changes at each of the 
frets in a stepwise fashion. Therefore, as shown in FIG. 7, 
because the pitch of the notea is changed in a stepwise fashion 
at the time t2 as a boundary, the characteristic of a string 
musical instrument provided with frets can be faithfully imi 
tated. 
The invention has been described above with respect to 
certain embodiments. However, the invention is not limited to 
the embodiments described above, and it is readily presumed 
that various changes and modifications can be made within 
the range that does not depart from the subject matter of the 
invention. 
For example, in embodiments described above, the CPU 11 
executes the processes shown in FIG. 3 through FIG. 6, 
whereby tone generation in a mono mode fashion is automati 
cally performed when predetermined conditions are met even 
in a poly mode. However, processes corresponding to the 
processes shown in FIG.3 through FIG.6 may be executed by 
the Sound source 14. 
Also, in embodiments described above, in the step S22 of 
the mono tone generation process shown in FIG. 4 or FIG. 6, 
in order to forcefully silence a tone corresponding to the 
previous tone note being generated, a silencing instruction 
corresponding to the previous tone note is outputted to the 
Sound Source 14. However, not only the silencing instruction, 
but also release offset information (control number 77) to 
adjust the release time of the set tone color may be outputted 
to the Sound source 14, thereby momentarily shortening the 
release time of the tone corresponding to the previous tone 
note. 
Also, in the mono tone generation process in the embodi 
ments described above (see FIG. 4 or FIG. 6), when it is judged in S21 that the key-depression interval between the 
current note and the previous tone note equals 250 msec or 
less (S21: Yes), then the tone corresponding to the previous 
tone note being generated is forcefully silenced (S22), and the 
tone generation processing corresponding to the current note 
is executed. Instead, when a judgment Yes is made in S21, the 
tone generation processing (S23) may be executed first, and 
then the processing in S22 (the process to forcefully silence 
the tone corresponding to the previous tone note being gen 













Also, in the mono tone generation process of the first 
embodiment (see FIG. 4), when it is judged in S21 that the 
key-depression interval between the current note and the pre 
vious tone note equals 250 msec or less (S21: Yes), then the 
processing in S23 is executed, thereby forcefully silencing 
the tone corresponding to the previous tone note being gen 
erated. Instead, when it is judged that the key-depression 
interval equals 250 msec or less (S21: Yes), the processing in 
S23 may not be executed, and the process to change the pitch 
of the tone corresponding to the previous tone note by the 
pitch difference between the current note and the previous 
tone note (in other words, the processing in S62 in the second 
embodiment) may be executed. 
Further, in embodiments described above, in the monotone 
generation process (in FIG. 4 or FIG. 6), 250 msec and 150 
msec are used as threshold values of the key-depression inter 
vals for executing the judging process in S21 and S61. How 
ever, these threshold values are not limited to these specific 
values. 
Also, in the second embodiment, in the case of “150 
msec-Key-depression Intervals250 msec and in the case of 
“Key-depression Interval-150 msec different operations 
are performed for tone generation in a mono mode fashion. 
However, the range of the key-depression interval may be 
divided into three or more ranges, and different operations 
may be performed for the divided ranges, respectively. 
Also, in the embodiments described above, the electronic 
musical instrument 1 is described as constructed in one piece 
with the keyboard 2. However, an electronic musical instru 
ment in accordance with the invention may be configured as 
a sound source module that can be detachably connected to a 
keyboard that outputs note-on and note-off signals like the 
keyboard 2, a sequencer or the like. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An electronic musical instrument comprising: 
an input device for inputting a tone generation instruction 
for a tone with a predetermined pitch; 
a tone generation device that generates a tone with a pre 
determined pitch based on a tone generation instruction 
inputted by the input device to imitate a string instru 
ment; 
a pitch difference obtaining device that obtains a pitch 
difference between a current tone generation instruction 
and a previous tone generation instruction in response to 
the tone generation instruction inputted by the input 
device; 
a time difference obtaining device that obtains a time dif 
ference between the current tone generation instruction 
and the previous tone generation instruction in response 
to the tone generation instruction inputted by the input 
device; and 
a control device that operates in a poly mode to generate 
multiple tones at the same time and that controls the tone 
generation device to: 
not generate a previous tone with a previous pitch cor 
responding to the previous tone generation instruction 
and to generate a current tone with a current pitch 
corresponding to the current tone generation instruc 
tion in response to determining that the pitch differ 
ence equals a predetermined number of tones or less 
and that the time difference equals a predetermined 
time or less, wherein Such determinations indicate 
that the current and previous pitches occur on a same 
string of the imitated String instrument; and 
generate the current tone with the current pitch while 
generating the previous tone with the previous pitchin 
response to determining one of (1) that the pitch dif 
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ference exceeds the predetermined number oftones or 
(2) that the pitch difference does not exceed the pre 
determined number of tones and that the time differ 
ence exceeds the predetermined time. 
2. The electronic musical instrument of claim 1, wherein 
the controlling the tone generation device to not generate the 
previous tone with the previous pitch and to generate the 
current tone with the current pitch when operating in the poly 
mode comprises controlling the tone generation device to 
silence the previous tone being generated and to generate the 
Current tone. 
3. The electronic musical instrument of claim 1, wherein 
the controlling the tone generation device to not generate the 
previous tone with the previous pitch and to generate the 
current tone with the current pitch when operating in the poly 
mode comprises controlling the tone generation device to 
change the previous pitch of the previous tone being gener 
ated to the current pitch of the current tone. 
4. The electronic musical instrument of claim 1, wherein 
the predetermined time comprises a first predetermined time, 
and wherein the controlling the tone generation device to not 
generate the previous tone with the previous pitch and to 
generate the current tone with the current pitch when operat 
ing in the poly mode comprises controlling the tone genera 
tion device to change the previous pitch of the previous tone 
being generated to the current pitch of the current tone in 
response to determining that the pitch difference equals the 
predetermined number of tones or less and that the time 
difference equals a second predetermined time or less, 
wherein the second predetermined time is less than the first 
predetermined time. 
5. The electronic musical instrument of claim 4, wherein 
the controlling the tone generation device to not generate the 
previous tone with the previous pitch and to generate the 
current tone with the current pitch when operating in the poly 
mode comprises controlling the tone generation device to 
silence the previous tone being generated and to generate the 
current tone in response to determining that the pitch differ 
ence equals the predetermined number of tones or less and 
that the time difference equals the first predetermined time or 
less and exceeds the second predetermined time. 
6. An electronic musical instrument, comprising: 
an input device; 
a Sound source to generate sound imitating a stringed 
instrument; 
a processor; and 
a computer storage device including a program executed 
by the processor to perform operations, the operations 
comprising: 
instructing the Sound source to generate a first tone at a 
first pitch to imitate the first pitch on the imitated 
string instrument in response to a first tone generation 
instruction received by the input device; 
receiving a second tone generation instruction to gener 
ate a second tone at a second pitch to imitate the 
second pitch on the imitated String instrument while 
generating the first tone at the Sound source, wherein 
the first tone generation instruction was received at a 
first time and the second tone generation instruction 
was received at a second time; 
controlling the Sound source to generate the second tone 
and to not generate the first tone in response to deter 
mining a pitch difference of the first and second 
pitches does not exceed a predetermined number of 
tones and an interval comprising a difference of the 
first time and the second time does not exceed a pre 













controlling the Sound source to generate the second tone 
while generating the first tone in response to deter 
mining one of (1) that the pitch difference exceeds the 
predetermined number of tones or (2) that the pitch 
difference does not exceed the predetermined number 
of tones and the interval exceeds the predetermined 
time. 
7. The electronic musical instrument of claim 6, wherein 
the determining whether the interval comprising the differ 
ence of the first time and the second time exceeds the prede 
termined time is performed in response to determining that 
the pitch difference does not exceed the predetermined num 
ber of tones. 
8. The electronic musical instrument of claim 6, wherein 
the controlling of the Sound source to generate the second 
tone and to not generate the first tone comprises: 
outputting a silence instruction to the sound source to 
silence the first tone; and 
outputting the second tone generation instruction to the 
Sound source to generate the second tone. 
9. The electronic musical instrument of claim 6, wherein 
the controlling of the Sound source to generate the second 
tone and to not generate the first tone comprises instructing 
the Sound source to change the first pitch of the first tone being 
generated to the second pitch of the second tone in a stepwise 
fashion. 
10. The electronic musical instrument of claim 6, wherein 
the determining whether the interval exceeds the predeter 
mined time comprises: 
determining whether the interval comprising the difference 
of the first time and the second time exceeds a first 
predetermined time in response to determining that the 
pitch difference does not exceed the predetermined 
number of tones; and 
determining whether the interval exceeds a second prede 
termined time in response to determining that the inter 
Val does not exceed the first predetermined time, 
wherein the second predetermined time is less than the first 
predetermined time; and 
wherein the controlling of the Sound source to generate the 
second tone and to not generate the first tone comprises: 
performing a first process to control the Sound source in 
response to determining that the interval exceeds the 
second predetermined time; and 
performing a second process to control the Sound source in 
response to determining that the interval does not exceed 
the second predetermined time. 
11. The electronic musical instrument of claim 10, wherein 
the operations further comprise 
outputting the second tone generation instruction to the 
Sound Source to generate the second tone in response to 
determining that the interval exceeds the first predeter 
mined time. 
12. The electronic musical instrument of claim 10, 
wherein the first process comprises outputting a silence 
instruction to the Sound Source to silence the first tone 
and outputting the second tone generation instruction to 
the Sound source to generate the second tone; and 
wherein the second process comprises instructing the 
Sound source to change the first pitch of the first tone 
being generated to the second pitch of the second tone in 
a stepwise fashion. 
13. A computer storage device including a program 
executed by a processor to perform operations with respect to 
an electronic musical instrument having an input device and 
Sound source, wherein the operations comprise: 
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instructing the Sound source to generate a first tone at a first 
pitch to imitate the first pitch on animitated String instru 
ment in response to a first tone generation instruction 
received by the input device; 
receiving a second tone generation instruction to generate 
a second tone at a second pitch to imitate the second 
pitch on the imitated String instrument while generating 
the first tone at the sound source, wherein the first tone 
generation instruction was received at a first time and the 
second tone generation instruction was received at a 
second time; 
controlling the Sound source to generate the second tone 
and to not generate the first tone in response to deter 
mining a pitch difference of the first and second pitches 
does not exceed a predetermined number oftones and an 
interval comprising a difference of the first time and the 
second time does not exceed a predetermined time; and 
controlling the Sound source to generate the second tone 
while generating the first tone in response to determin 
ing one of (1) that the pitch difference exceeds the pre 
determined number of tones or (2) that the pitch differ 
ence does not exceed the predetermined number oftones 
and the interval exceeds the predetermined time. 
14. The computer storage device of claim 13, wherein the 
determining whether the interval comprising the difference of 
the first time and the second time exceeds the predetermined 
time is performed in response to determining that the pitch 
difference does not exceed the predetermined number of 
tOneS. 
15. The computer storage device of claim 13, wherein the 
controlling of the Sound source to generate the second tone 
and to not generate the first tone comprises: 
outputting a silence instruction to the Sound Source to 
silence the first tone; and 
outputting the second tone generation instruction to the 
Sound source to generate the second tone. 
16. The computer storage device of claim 13, wherein the 
controlling of the Sound source to generate the second tone 
and to not generate the first tone comprises instructing the 
Sound Source to change the first pitch of the first tone being 
generated to the second pitch of the second tone in a stepwise 
fashion. 
17. The computer storage device of claim 13, wherein the 
determining whether the interval exceeds the predetermined 
time comprises: 
determining whether the interval comprising the difference 
of the first time and the second time exceeds a first 
predetermined time in response to determining that the 
pitch difference does not exceed the predetermined 
number of tones; and 
determining whether the interval exceeds a second prede 
termined time in response to determining that the inter 
Val does not exceed the first predetermined time, 
wherein the second predetermined time is less than the first 
predetermined time; and 
wherein the controlling of the Sound source to generate the 
second tone and to not generate the first tone comprises: 
performing a first process to control the sound source in 
response to determining that the interval exceeds the 
second predetermined time; and 
performing a second process to control the Sound source in 
response to determining that the interval does not exceed 
the second predetermined time. 
18. The computer storage device of claim 17, wherein the 













outputting the second tone generation instruction to the 
Sound Source to generate the second tone in response to 
determining that the interval exceeds the first predeter 
mined time. 
19. The computer storage device of claim 17, 
wherein the first process comprises outputting a silence 
instruction to the Sound Source to silence the first tone 
and outputting the second tone generation instruction to 
the Sound source to generate the second tone; and 
wherein the second process comprises instructing the 
Sound source to change the first pitch of the first tone 
being generated to the second pitch of the second tone in 
a stepwise fashion. 
20. A method, comprising: 
instructing a sound source in an electronic musical instru 
ment to generate a first tone at a first pitch to imitate the 
first pitch on an imitated String instrument in response to 
a first tone generation instruction received by an input 
device of the electronic musical instrument; 
receiving a second tone generation instruction to generate 
a second tone at a second pitch to imitate the second 
pitch on the imitated String instrument while generating 
the first tone at the sound source, wherein the first tone 
generation instruction was received at a first time and the 
second tone generation instruction was received at a 
second time; 
controlling the Sound Source to generate the second tone 
and to not generate the first tone in response to deter 
mining that a pitch difference of the first and second 
pitches does not exceed a predetermined number of 
tones and an interval comprising a difference of the first 
time and the second time does not exceed a predeter 
mined time; and 
controlling the Sound Source to generate the second tone 
while generating the first tone in response to determin 
ing one of (1) that the pitch difference exceeds the pre 
determined number of tones or (2) that the pitch differ 
ence does not exceed the predetermined number oftones 
and the interval exceeds the predetermined time. 
21. The method of claim 20, wherein the determining 
whether the interval comprising the difference of the first time 
and the second time exceeds the predetermined time is per 
formed in response to determining that the pitch difference 
does not exceed the predetermined number of tones. 
22. The method of claim 20, wherein the controlling of the 
Sound Source to generate the second tone and to not generate 
the first tone comprises: 
outputting a silence instruction to the sound source to 
silence the first tone; and 
outputting the second tone generation instruction to the 
Sound source to generate the second tone. 
23. The method of claim 20, wherein the controlling of the 
Sound Source to generate the second tone and to not generate 
the first tone comprises instructing the Sound Source to 
change the first pitch of the first tone being generated to the 
second pitch of the second tone in a stepwise fashion. 
24. The method of claim 20, wherein the determining 
whether the interval exceeds the predetermined time com 
prises: 
determining whether the interval comprising the difference 
of the first time and the second time exceeds a first 
predetermined time in response to determining that the 
pitch difference does not exceed the predetermined 
number of tones; and 
determining whether the interval exceeds a second prede 
termined time in response to determining that the inter 
Val does not exceed the first predetermined time, 
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wherein the second predetermined time is less than the first 
predetermined time; and 
wherein the controlling of the Sound source to generate the 
second tone and to not generate the first tone comprises: 
performing a first process to control the sound source in 
response to determining that the interval exceeds the 
second predetermined time; and 
performing a second process to control the Sound source in 
response to determining that the interval does not exceed 
the second predetermined time. 
25. The method of claim 24, further comprising: 
outputting the second tone generation instruction to the 
Sound Source to generate the second tone in response to 
determining that the interval exceeds the first predeter 
mined time. 
26. The method of claim 24, 
wherein the first process comprises outputting a silence 
instruction to the Sound Source to silence the first tone 
and outputting the second tone generation instruction to 
the Sound source to generate the second tone; and 
wherein the second process comprises instructing the 
Sound source to change the first pitch of the first tone 
being generated to the second pitch of the second tone in 
a stepwise fashion. 
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